Access to the Venue

By Train
Odakyu electric railway
Take a train at Shinjuku Sta., Odakyu Line. Get off at Kyodo Sta. 15 minutes walk to Kyodo gate.

By Bus
JR-EAST
From Shibuya Sta.

Take a local bus (Tokyu Bus #23, #24 or Odakyu bus #26) at Shibuya Sta. West exit and get off at Nodai Mae.
Tokyu Bus #23 to Soshigaya Okura (take the bus at Terminal No.34).
Tokyu Bus #24 to Seijyo Gakuen Mae (take the bus at Terminal No.3).
Odakyu bus #26 to Chofu-eki minami-guchi (take the bus at Terminal No.3).